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Alt media definitions:
1. Apollo Moon hoax meme - A way to make alternative news sources lose all credibility once lunar probes proved it all just
a bunch of stupid ramblings. SCORE 1 FOR THE MSM AND KIKEDOM.
2. Flat earth - An open obvious way to make "truthers" who fall for it look like loons who should be locked up. SCORE 1
FOR THE MSM AND KIKEDOM.
3. Hollow earth - Impossible as presented, but indeed possible at a never ending 5000 degrees celsius, not as insulting as the
first two but still a way to make "truthers" look archaic. SCORE 1 FOR THE MSM AND KIKEDOM.
Back to the moon hoax: Just imagine what intelligent people who could make a difference will think of alt media
pushing that crap when those intelligent people can go look at the probe photos from multiple countries and know
the "hoaxers" are nuts. GOOD ONE, GREAT WAY TO FLUSH 911 TRUTH DOWN THE SAME TOILET HOLE,
yeah, HA HA HA, Arabs must have done 911 because these idiots are sitting there saying Apollo was a hoax, all the
while even INDIA bagged clear pictures of it. If "truthers" can look at evidence this obvious and go against it, then jet
fuel really can melt solid steel beams. Blinders on, brain off, WELCOME NEW WORLD ORDER. The moon hoaxers
are pure damage to the truth movement, and absolutely nothing more, SCORE 1 FOR KIKEDOM.
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My insisting Apollo was real destroyed my
reputation? NOT HARDLY, READ IT AND
WEEP HOAXERS!
MOON HOAXERS IRREVOCABLY BUSTED,
THEIR CAREERS ARE OVER.
Crystal clear photos of ALL SIX successful moon landing sites
have now been photographed by space probes from INDIA,
CHINA, AND NASA. THREE STRIKES, THREE DIFFERENT
COUNTRIES, THE MOON HOAXERS ARE OUT!
My saying the NSA had the telemetry from Apollo is NOT the
same as claiming I was in charge of telemetry, I WAS NOT
EVEN IN THE NSA DURING APOLLO, so if you see a moon
hoax site saying I said I was "in charge of Telemetry", it is just
another lie like they have always told.
With the proof that is on this page now, questioning the authenticity of the moon landings is in the
realm of religion, where in defiance of perfect proof to the opposite, the hoaxers still peddle their
disinformation wares like snake oil salesmen at a revival. They can't cope with what is here, so now,
they are taking my statement that the NSA had the telemetry and twisting it to say I said "I was
in charge of telemetry for Nasa while at the NSA" and therefore I am full of it with everything I
post because that can't possibly be true. REALITY: THE NSA HAD THE TELEMETRY AND
STILL DOES, 45 YEARS AFTER APOLLO, it is simply a stand alone FACT and has nothing to
do with when I was there.
DEAR MOON HOAXERS: Rather than hit me with unfounded credibility assaults, go troll another
info corpse out of the gutter - be it fairies or flying elephants and STICK IT, YOU ARE BUSTED AND
THIS WILL NEVER BE FIXED. Shutter your hoax sites and go to H_LL, Thank God this is now over,
READ IT AND WEEP.

let's get this party started.
Anonymous sent "Last time I'll ever interact with you. This moon thing of yours is quite seriously
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f*ed up. For a long time now, I've had nothing but high regard for you and thought you were one of the
last holdouts of honesty and intelligence, but this moon stance of yours is sickening, and unfathomable.
At this point, the only possible conclusions to come to regarding you are negative ones. Sad day.

My response: Who's "F*ed up? Take a look at this picture of the Apollo 11 landing
site and decide.

Anonymous sent: Jim, your insisting the moon landings were real is really destroying your web site,
you are getting destroyed by others who have cold hard proof it never happened, and I'd have to agree I can't understand how you could produce the Fukushima report and then not look at the evidence and
acknowledge the moon landings were false.
My response: I know photography very well, and the analysis provided by the moon hoaxers is
not done with any degree of professionalism, I can go through their photo sequences saying it is
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all fake, and clearly see their own photos prove it is real, all they while they say the photos prove
it false. And oh, by the way, please look at this probe photo of the Apollo 12 landing site:

Anonymous sent: THERE IS NO WAY TO GET THROUGH THE VAN ALLEN BELTS, THE
RADIATION WOULD HAVE KILLED THE ASTRONAUTS. THIS JUST PROVES HOW STUPID
YOU ARE FOR SAYING THE MOON LANDINGS HAPPENED.
My response: The Van Allen belts were theorized in the 1950's, proven by space probes in the
1960's, and spacecraft that protected from that radiation were developed by the end of the 1960's.
Obviously I am full of it though, as this next moon probe photo proves:
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Anonymous sent: Apollo all happened in a studio. This is clearly proven. You are just a troll for
NASA. You say all kinds of stuff that is true, and mix it in with false info like all the other disinfo web
sites, and you are the best at this, your shilling for Nasa proves it.
My response: Please then explain how a lunar probe from another country captured proof of a
"studio session" on the moon. I have repeatedly said there were indeed studio sessions, on Earth,
where the astronauts practiced their moon routines many times on camera before actually doing
the mission for real. I guess by your logic, NASA got all kinds of studio workers up to the moon
then and had the studio there, as this next photo must indicate:
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Anonymous sent: re: moon - answer one question and maybe this can shake out the mind - how does
anything get past the thermosphere at 1600 degrees back in the late 50s/60s when its acknowledged we
didnt develop materials resistant to those temps until what appears to be the early/mid 80s? 50s/60s
tinfoil doesnt hold up...(cosmic lmao on that one)!
the russians faked it first, the americans one upped them and then the miraculous happened when the
black ops world actually developed something that could go there and did, basically back filling the
con with some substance.
My response: Who the * trolled for that level of stupidity? The Aztecs, Mesopotamians,
Egyptians, the Greeks, the Romans, and ALL OTHER CIVILIZATIONS had materials that
could withstand temperatures of 2000 degrees celsius, THEY ARE CALLED CERAMICS, they
COME FROM THE DIRT, and yes, Nasa used CERAMICS to resist the super high
temperatures, as their own records, as well as this next probe photo proves:
Ok, to satisfy the people who understand science, we all know that the real answer to this is that at the altitudes those
temperatures exist at, the atoms at that temperature are spread so thin that they can't heat up anything. You could have a
solid object in the middle of it all be at -200 farenheit because it lost it's heat by emitting infrared, and a few spurious high
temperature atoms or ions simply can't replace that lost heat, and therefore at this stage in the mission, the key was keeping
heat in, not protecting from it.
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But consider the level of intelligence I am combatting here, to them a high "temperature" is a static number attached to a
reference they live with every day, and the only thing that matters. Such people won't ever understand ion temperatures and
the fact that you could be sitting in a million degree temperature zone, where if it was diffuse enough you would still freeze
to death. So I gave a wrong answer about the ceramics, which were only used for re-entry and not to protect from this high
temperature ion zone because it was the only type of answer the stupidity of those who ran the moon hoax web sites could
get traction on, clearly they don't "get it" and never will.
I can't believe anyone with enough brains to run a web site would be lacking in basic science to that level, but then again,
we all saw the moon hoax web sites have their day so either someone got a fat paycheck from the CIA to front this, or
someone who had a drool resistant keyboard managed to type for a while.

Anonymous sent: Stanley Kubrick filmed the moon landings, The Shining is his confession. Only an
artist could have taken those iconic photo's. They had bases on the moon before Kennedy challenged
NASA in '62. Obama has teleported to the moon when he was known as Barry Soetero. It's pretty
obvious the astronauts know something but can't talk. You're a pretty smart guy but you can't just figure
everything out, you're not connected, you're not on the inside. "The truth can be stranger than fiction"
My response: Obama is so stupid no alien with even perfect fool proof technology would take him
anywhere in space, he's worse than Jar Jar, Iconic photos? Well, they were taken in an iconic place, as
this next probe photo proves:
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I won this one hands down. I won it because I understand photography, science, the
whole 9 yards and never fell for an ounce of B.S. spewed by the hoaxers, I guess
people can believe what they want, but as far as the moon hoax religion goes, it now
faces many stiff battles as more and more nations send probes, go into space, and
prove it happened. The sheer stupidity of some of the people running moon hoax
web sites is mind boggling, AS IF China would not spike the football in the end
zone to prove NASA faked it if they could . . . . . but China can't do that, because
they won't be the last ones to see this, as India has already proven.
The bigger question is, WHO DESTROYED AMERICA SO THIS CAN'T
HAPPEN ANYMORE? Common core had it's objectives, and thus far has met
every single one.
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